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J

ohn Honeycutt, the CTO
of Discovery Communications, has seen the future
of broadcasting infrastructure,
and it truly is based on IP/IT
and cloud-based technologies.
As he tells B&C’s Senior Editor
George Winslow on page 5, he is
probably building his last fixed
playout center and expects to
turn to the cloud-based playout
in the future, as well as IP technology for all video and signal
distribution.
But just seeing into the future isn’t enough. Broadcasting
business and technology executives have to figure out how to get
from here to there. And that’s where this eBook from Broadcasting
& Cable Magazine and Cisco comes in. Honeycutt and other industry
leaders are making the business case for the transition to IP and the
new investments in technology and services that will get them into
the future. So we’ve created this eBook to give you some perspective
on how to do just that.
B&C’s George Winslow recently competed a 3-part report on this
transition that focuses on how broadcasters and the vendors that serve
them are working together to create the path to the IP/IT/Cloud future. And as Honeycutt notes, the broadcasting industry is only in the
“third inning” of the transition to IP. The key issue is how to scale and
migrate elegantly from baseband to the IP future. So George presents

viewpoints from Cisco and other industry leaders on IP innovation as
well as an update on cloud transition.
This eBook is cosponsored by Cisco, which provides its own perspective on the business case for the transition to IP/IT/Cloud, starting
on page 6. After noting the industry business drivers, as well as examples from leading broadcasters that are making the transition, top Cisco broadcast industry experts give their perspective on key technology
issues that broadcasters need to tackle as well as detailing some of the
key questions that broadcasters need to ask their trusted vendors as
they make this transition.
Some of the key questions:
Does your broadcast vendor offer a complete package of IT and IP
solutions tailored to the broadcast/production industry’s requirements
of content creation, storage, access and playout?
What transition support does your vendor offer to broadcasters/
media companies moving from proprietary broadcast appliances to an
IT/IP-based infrastructure approach?
How easily can your vendor’s solution be expanded and upgraded?
We hope this eBook contributes to the dialog that your business
and technology teams are having about this crucial industry issue.
Please contact me at lhillelson@nbmedia.com with feedback or ideas
for additional coverage in this area.
Louis Hillelson
Vice President/Group Publisher
Broadcasting & Cable
Multichannel News
Next TV
Ratings Intelligence
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The Business Case for
Transitioning to the New
IT/IP Infrastructure Now,
Rather than Later

BROADCASTERS EYE IP TO
REINVENT TECH CENTERS
Routing is key example of increasing demand for more flexible infrastructures
By George Winslow
winslowbc@gmail.com | @GeorgeWinslow

H

ere’s a big question for the New Year:
How do you deliver millions of pieces of
content each day to millions, even billions of smartphones, tablets and computers at a
time when such efforts produce only 3% or 4% of
your revenue?
Answers to that question go a long way toward
explaining the rapidly growing interest in building new broadcast infrastructures based on IP technologies and video.
“What has accelerated the interest in moving to IP is that a lot of
large customers, broadcasters and the big MVPDs [multichannel video
programming distributors] are trying to move to a platform that can
support both traditional broadcast environments and some of these
emerging over-the-top or TV Everywhere platforms with the same infrastructure,” says Steve Reynolds, CTO at Imagine Communications.
Such efforts are also part of a tectonic shift to infrastructures that
use software to run less expensive equipment from the IT world, to
perform tasks that were once handled by costly broadcast equipment,
Reynolds and other says.
“There is an increased demand for more flexible and efficient infrastructures to adapt the changes and opportunities that exist in the market,” says Steve Owen, marketing director at Quantel, who adds that “the
broadcast industry needs to piggyback on the huge IT industry and take
advantage of the speed of development that goes on there and the R&D
dollars that get spent there. We need to swallow our pride and make sure
that we are completely aligned with mainstream IT if we want to realize…the flexible and extensible features of IP infrastructure.”
THE ROUTE TO ROUTING
One notable area of product development is IP routing. Here, Evertz
has announced that it would work with Sony to develop IP infrastructures; Quantel and Snell have launched an ambitious alliance with Cisco to provide IP routing; Imagine Communications is working with a
number of major IT manufacturers of routing equipment as part of a
larger push to build IP and cloud-based products; and others, such as
Grass Valley and Pesa, have added IP capabilities to their routers to help
customers make the transition.
A number of other vendors, such as Avid and Harmonic are also
building cloud-based products that use IP infrastructures.
Owen at Quantel notes they are building the software systems to
control the Cisco routers. “We have a control system today for SDI
routers and we are expanding that so that the same control infrastructure can work with both SDI routers and IP routing systems,” he says.

Quantel and Snell are making a major
push to develop products for IP-based
infrastructures with offerings like Snell’s
Kahuna Maverik switcher control system.

Trials are expected in the first quarter of 2015.
Imagine Communications is taking a similar path, developing software for broadcast infrastructures that can work with routers from
major IT routing manufacturers. Reynolds explains that they have already announced they will work with Arista Networks on a project for
Sky Italia and that “we are in discussions with the big players in the IP
routing segment.”
At Grass Valley, the company’s senior VP of strategic marketing,
Michael Cronk, notes that they’ve already rolled out IP gateway cards
that plug into their existing Nvision routers. “It gives people a good
transition,” he says.
But he also stresses that they will be bringing out a number of other
IP-based products in 2015 at NAB. “We want to really deliver on the
promise of IP and not just try to take existing broadcast product categories and put an IP spigot on them.”
Christopher Thomas, president and CTO of Pesa Switching Systems, adds that much of the “activity in IP routing has been led by big
players in the market like Evertz,” but that they see “an opportunity as
a smaller company in streaming technologies.”
As part of that effort they’ve launched Pesa XStream C22 compact
streaming system, which won one of the Product Innovation Awards
earlier this month from NewBay Media, which owns B&C.
Still, most believe the transition to IP routing will take time, with
some saying the transition could take as long as 10 years. “We are still
in the early days where you have to have big pocket books and be pretty
brave to do IP now, but I think over the course of this next year that will
change,” says Cronk. n
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CLOUD TECH SHOWS ITS
SILVER LINING
Digital delivery helps spur demand for deployments of cloud-based systems
By George Winslow
winslowbc@gmail.com | @GeorgeWinslow

I

n recent months, the growing interest in IP-based infrastructures has also accelerated demand for cloudbased technologies. This is particularly evident in the
demand for cloud-based encoding and content preparaCloud-based solutions
for editing, such as
tion systems for TV Everywhere offerings and in the use
Avid’s Media Comof cloud-based systems for editing, live streaming and
poser, are becoming
production. But it can also be seen in rapid development
increasingly popular.
of these technologies for playout, centralized graphics
hubs and media asset management.
Cloud technologies generally rely heavily on software running less expensive IT equipment based in a
data center outside the broadcast facility.
“The unrelenting pressure for operational efficiencies,
better collaboration between different people in different
For many, such efforts are also the entry points for launching their
locations and using the cloud to better tie together the media lifecycle
from content creation to distribution are the big drivers,” says Dana Ruz- first cloud services. “As the TV Everywhere experience has become
icka, VP of segment and product marketing at Avid, which has launched more important, as opposed to just the TV experience, IP- and cloudcloud-based offerings for its Media Central editing systems and other based solutions have become more important,” says Yvette Kanouff,
technologies. “We’re looking to offer solutions for the entire media cycle, senior VP and GM of the service provider video software and solutions
group at Cisco Systems.
and cloud deployment is a very important part of that.”
Keith Wymbs, CMO of Elemental Technologies, also argues that
One particularly promising area is playout, notes Michael Cronk,
senior VP of strategic marketing at Grass Valley, distributor of Grass cloud-based deployments are becoming much more common. “The
Valley Stratus Playout. “If you want to spin up a new service, you can market goes through the traditional stages of adoption where you
do this very quickly in the cloud without having to build a new facil- have early adopters, and we have now gone beyond that into the earity. And you only pay for the services you are actually running,” he ly majority stage,” he says, noting that their software-based encoding
says. “The time and cost of doing that is dramatically less than doing a and content preparation systems are increasingly being used in cloudbased environments by clients including Comcast. “It has real econombricks-and-mortar setup.”
“On the playout side, a number of our customers are adding new ic benefits to handle the complexity and the spikes in demand.”
Steve Owen, marketing director at Quantel, sees similar demand
channel capacity and looking at doing that natively in IP with a cloudbased approach,” adds Steve Reynolds, CTO at Imagine Communi- for playout. “We are talking to a lot of customers about data center [or
cations, which has made cloud-based solutions a centerpiece of their cloud] deployments,” he says.
Over time, this promises to provide the industry added flexibility in
strategy for developing new broadcast and video technologies.
Tom Lattie VP of product management at Harmonic, explains that launching new services and respond for quickly to market demand. “It
products like their virtualized media processing platform VOS “go allows companies to be much more entrepreneurial because the risks
hand-in-hand with the migration to IP. You wouldn’t be able to do this are less, and they don’t have to spend millions of dollars on bespoke
equipment,” says Lattie.
without the transition to IP workflows.”
“In a way, the technology is the least interesting bit,” says Bruce
Devlin, chief media scientist at Dalet. “The way this will allow the busiTHE CLOUD DELIVERS FOR CONSUMERS
These cloud-based video processing solutions are particularly attrac- ness to change is the interesting thing to watch.”
But companies do need to carefully consider costs and the type of
tive in the digital delivery of video to consumers. “Multiplatform delivery is the biggest challenge facing broadcasters today,” Lattie says. “Pre- service they hope to provide. “It’s a little like renting a car,” Wymbs
paring and processing that content has to be done in a very economical says. “If you are going to be using it heavily every day, the cloud may not
pay off as well as buying or leasing.” n
way, which is possible in the cloud.”
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HONEYCUTT SEES SWIFT
SHIFT TO CLOUD-BASED TECH
Discovery CTO says ongoing transition of IP infrastructures fits well
with industry’s overall goals
By George Winslow
winslowbc@gmail.com | @GeorgeWinslow

T

he industry’s transition to IP infrastructures remains swift and sure,
and is a top concern on the minds of inventive media technologists.
Discovery Communications chief technology officer John Honeycutt spoke with B&C contributing editor George Winslow about the challenges IP and cloud-based infrastructures pose for programmers and some
of the opportunities they open up for new, more efficient operations.
Honeycutt is a past winner of the B&C Technology Leadership
Award, and is one of the honorees on this year’s Digital All-Stars list
(see page 6). An edited transcript follows.
Just to set the stage for talking about the transition to IP infrastructures, what have you been focusing on since becoming CTO last year?
Wow! How much time do you have? Four hours? In no particular order,
the first one that comes to mind is information security [InfoSec]. That
is a topic that has always been on the radar, but what happened last fall
with Sony has underscored the need for it. And, as we prepare in various parts of the world to move into a B-to-C-type service…we are now
in a game of credit cards and payments and transactions.
The second focus for me has really been thinking about the transition from a predominantly linear business to what John Malone calls a
random access world and what that change means from an infrastructure perspective….How does that change our production process, our
content serving process? It raises a long list of areas that have to change.
Because my remit spans both the broadcast technology side and IT,
I’d say the third is really about some of our core business systems. We
are in the middle of a big change from our U.S. advertising sales platform and as we work through the acquisitions we’ve made, we want to
move to a more flexible financial management environment.
How does the transition to IP technologies and infrastructures fit in with those goals?
When you talk about moving into an IP world, the topic of InfoSec
comes up and the topic of flexibility in manufacturing and distribution
really comes front and center.
We are in the middle of a move of our Latin America playout operations up to Sterling, Va., which is where we have historically housed
our U.S. operation. When that launches later this summer, it will be
our most substantive IP environment. The core video and signal distribution infrastructure will be all IP.
Of course, there is another conversation we could have about the

To help Discovery open up new business opportunities, John Honeycutt (left)
and his tech teams are exploring IP- and cloud-based infrastructures at the
company’s Technical Operations Center (right) and building a new playout
facility that will rely heavily on IP technologies.

cloud and cloud-based playout. I can’t say who we are working with,
but we are in active testing and demo mode with at least one of the
next-generation environments.
Ultimately, from a signal distribution perspective, I would love to
see all of this get to the point where I can just say ‘meet me at this
address in the cloud environment and you can access my content both
from a linear and non-linear perspective.’
All of this is moving so quickly….and I do believe that the investment we made to move Latin America up to Sterling…will probably be
the last playout center that we build. I think the next generation, which
for us will [happen first in] Europe, will be very different and I think a
lot of it will be in the cloud.
There has been a lot of talk about a large transition to IP
infrastructures using software to run processes over lower-cost IT equipment, with at least some of that happening
in the cloud. How far along are we down that path?
I think we are in pretty early days. To use a baseball analogy, it is kind of the
third inning. We’ve moved beyond proof of concept but the next really big
question is scale and our ability to replace some of the components that
require us to live in a baseband video and audio world. So in the next three
innings if we can get scale and eradicate some of those lingering issues
keeping us in baseband, then the game will end pretty quickly.
How fast are vendors moving to develop technologies needed for this IP and cloud transition?
I think it depends on who you talk to. There are some real progressive
organizations out there and I think there are some people that are just
trying to leverage their old school infrastructure so to speak.
I’m not interested in those guys who are just trying to leverage
investments they have already made. I really think you have to think
about this totally differently. n
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By James Careless

The only economical way for broadcasters and
media companies to deal with the explosion of
content distribution platforms (TV, Web, and mobile) and to serve the expanding range of consumer devices is by moving to an IT-based, IP-delivered production infrastructure now.
INTRODUCTION
Broadcasters and media companies are evaluating how and when to
migrate their baseband video production infrastructure to the IT/IP
infrastructure, where video is turned into data and central applications
running on servers are accessed either through in-house data centers,
and/or over private and public clouds over IP. The savings generated by
this IT/IP approach come from using mass market-priced IT enterprise
servers, switches and delivery systems, rather than expensive proprietary video-only baseband systems, This IT technology is integrated
into a policy-driven IT infrastructure where adding new platforms
and serving new consumer standards is done easily through software
upgrades/additions, while exploiting the ubiquity of IP-based delivery
systems to affordably serve as many viewers and markets as possible
Key players like ESPN, Fox and NBC are already transitioning to IT/
IP. They have realized immediate savings and efficiencies in some instances, and positioned themselves for the future in others.
Broadcasters and media companies considering
the transition to IT/IP should ask potential suppliers hard questions about their IT/IP products/services, the support they provide, and their products/
services’ ability to be scaled and upgraded as new
viewing platforms are added, in-house production
workflows are expanded and viewer demands increased.
Here is a business case primer for making the
decision to migrate your video production infrastructure to IP.

nies were founded is broken.
This original model was built upon the key idea of a single content
baseband delivery standard. The video content being produced conformed
to a single video standard – first analog (NTSC), then digital (ATSC) — that
was being provided to a single compatible viewing device: TV sets.
It didn’t matter if these sets accessed the content over the air, via
cable/satellite TV, or from VHS tapes and DVD/Blu-ray disks: They all
were based on a single common video standard. Broadcasters and media
companies simply had to buy in-house production equipment that conformed to this single standard to produce, store, and distribute content.
The advent of the Internet has changed the game entirely, simply
because the Internet does not have a single standard for video distribution. Instead, consumer hardware manufacturers and software vendors
are free to develop whatever video standards suit the needs of their particular products -- which they do in line with their particular marketing strategies. The result is a never-ending proliferation of new video
standards, screen resolution, and delivery systems. The only common
point is that they are built upon an IT/IP-based infrastructure.
To meet the demands of this multi-format, multi-platform IT/IP
world, broadcasters and media companies must adapt to its terms, by
using the same technology it uses. This is what Darwin meant by ‘survival of the fittest’: To survive, species must alter themselves to ‘fit’ into
whatever new circumstances their changing environment imposes. If
they fail to fit, they perish.
The demise of the once-mighty Blockbuster retail video rental chain

For Black & White in color

For Black & White in white

WHY MOVING TO IT/IP
NOW MAKES SENSE
There is a good reason why broadcasters and media
companies are considering moving from their legacy baseband video production infrastructures to an
IT/IP infrastructure: The original TV technological
model upon which broadcasters and media compaMigrating to IP Video: Watch Cisco’s Chris Seymour explain the components of a complete IT and IP
solution and suggest the key questions that broadcasters should be asking their vendor partners.
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is a prime example of such a failure; in this
case, the emergence of Video On Demand
(VOD) through cable/ satellite TV, and more
recently the Web. It is noteworthy that DISH
Network, which now owns Blockbuster, decided to continue selling “Blockbuster on
Demand” VOD movies online, while at the
same time shutting down the last 300 Blockbuster stores and the company’s DVD mail
order business in January 2014.
Clearly, the unstoppable trend for broadcasters and media companies is to abandon
the obsolete original TV model in favor of
the 21st century IT-based approach that
fundamentally handles video as data. Making this leap will enable video production
companies to integrate into the scales of
economy offered by a mainstream ‘data center approach’ to video production, storage/
access, and playout in multiple standards.

Migration to IP gives broadcasters the opportunity to standardize production infrastructure from end to
end which saves money on supporting multiple platforms and formats and allows broadcasters to take
advantage of mass-market priced IT infrastructure.

HOW IT/IP DELIVERS SAVINGS
The savings from the IT/IP video production model come from using
mass market-priced IT enterprise servers, switches and delivery systems integrated into a policy-driven IT infrastructure.(‘Policy-driven’
means that the operator decides what they want their system to do,
rather than having its functions imposed upon them by VTRs, switchers and routers.) This combination makes adding new platforms and
serving new consumer standards easily achievable through software
upgrades and additions, while using the ubiquity of IP-based delivery
systems to affordably serve as many viewers and markets as possible
Moving to an IT/IP media production infrastructure saves money
in the following ways.
First, there is the acquisition and maintenance cost of production
hardware. To serve multiple platforms and formats, traditional video
production equipment – VTRs/media servers, switchers, and routers –
have to be supplemented with CODEC, resolution and standards conversion equipment, massively increased routing and storage capacity to
handle the access, playout, and storage of multiple format video files.
To say the least, this is a cost-prohibitive approach; one that will only
cost more and more as formats continue to proliferate. In contrast, IT/IP
technology can keep up with the format explosion affordably and quickly
through software upgrades and cloud storage. (See figure 1 above.)
Second, a video content producer that moves to the IT/ IP model can
tap into all of the cost-saving process benefits of this approach. They
include massively-enhanced workflows where video files are available
across the company at all times, allowing multiple users to work with
the same content simultaneously. Going to an IT/IP model also means
being able to store and manage critical video files economically using
servers in an in-house data center, or storing content in the cloud. A
private cloud (owned and controlled by the TV network) can be used
for high-value sensitive content. A low-cost public cloud can be used to
retain files that have lower value, but need to be retained nevertheless.
An IT-based production model makes it easy for broadcasters and
media companies to plug into IP–enabled delivery systems; including

the Internet, OTT channels platforms akin to Netflix, and smartphone/
tablet platforms. Moreover, an IT-based system can be configured to
transcode content into whatever new CODECs are being employed by
the latest consumer viewing options.
The simple fact is that it makes no more sense for broadcasters
and media companies to not move to an IT/IP infrastructure, than it
would for AT&T to resume using human telephone operators, or for
the federal government to resume managing Social Security using a
paper-based filing system.
Note: Moving to an IT/IP approach requires broadcasters and media companies to up their engineering capabilities. In many cases, the
move from proprietary broadcast equipment to an IT/IP infrastructure
can be eased – and should be – by bringing in experienced outside IT
support. Companies such as Cisco provide such expertise, plus the data
center hardware and managed cloud solutions to make these transformations affordable and practical.
IT/IP BENEFITS REALIZED BY MAJOR BROADCASTERS
The economies and efficiencies offered by IT/IP-based production are
already being realized by some of the world’s top broadcasters.
At IBC 2014, the BBC partnered with Cisco and Tektronix to
demonstrate “All IP Live Production”, to prove that multi-vendor live
production architectures are already feasible, practical and easy to use
by existing staff.
To make this point, the demonstration connected a BBC R&D-developed Stagebox device (for audio, video, tally and remote camera control over IP) to a low latency Cisco Nexus 3548-based network, with the
connection path designed to run between a studio and a production
control room. Leveraging the Nexus 3548’s built-in hardware support for
the IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP), and the Tektronix hybrid
Sync Pulse Generator/PTP Grandmaster’s provision of facility reference
signals (ensuring a stable timing source), the demonstration made it
possible to use the Stagebox platform as a PTP slave clock. This allowed
Stagebox to produce the time and phase synchronization ‘Genlock’ func-
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tionality to align all of the signals on the network with the same degree
of precision found in a traditional live broadcast infrastructure.
One of the most impressive examples occurred during the 2014 Sochi Olympics. Rather than using costly baseband video transmissions
to transmit its events coverage, NBC Sports Group (NBC) opted to employ IP-based, multi-platform video production.
Instead of paying for many landline and satellite connections to
carry one-per-circuit SDI feeds, NBC used just two 10G circuits provided by AT&T Rostelecom to move a total of 69 IT-based video feeds
between Sochi and NBC’s production center Stanford, CT. The content was a mix of JPEG2000 (J2K) and Ericsson encoded MPEG4 video
streams. Many of the MPEG4 streams traveled over Cisco IP routers,
while some more MPEG4 streams and J2K streams were sent via Medialinks MD8000 HD over IP transmission devices.
“Almost everything we do will be moving by IP,” said David Mazza,
SVP and CTO of NBC Sports Group and NBC Olympics at the time, in
an interview with TV Technology magazine.
ESPN has committed to IT/IP production at its Digital Center 2
(DC-2) in Bristol, CT. DC-2 is using JPEG2000 video over IP technology to move video files in, around and out of this 194,000 square foot
facility. However, “we are not using video over IP yet in our Master
Control,” said Mitch Rymanowski, ESPN’s vice president of technology
and engineering, told TV Technology magazine.

The ESPN master
control center

ing an IT/IP infrastructure -- and they are realizing that future today.

QUESTIONS TO ASK POTENTIAL IT/IP SUPPLIERS
Now that the logic for moving to an IT/IP-based TV broadcast/production infrastructure has been proven -- and is being applied by ESPN,
Fox, and NBC -- the pressing concern for broadcasters and media companies is which suppliers to turn to? After all, there are lots of IT/IP
equipment/services suppliers out there, but very few have either the
right hardware/software and expertise to meet the broadcast/production industry’s very specific needs.
To find the right suppliers, broadcasters and media companies
should be sure to ask the following questions:
Do you offer a complete package of IT and IP solutions tailored to
THE ESPN MASTER CONTROL CENTER
the broadcast/production industry’s requirements of content creation,
The key word here is “yet”, because there are a number of ways in which storage, access and playout? For instance, Cisco’s Media Data Center is
ESPN and other broadcasters/media companies could one day migrate an example of affordable, proven data center technologies that have been
to IT/IP in Master Control; using solutions
customized for real work broadcast produccurrently under development. One of these
tion workflows.
– called ‘switch-timed video switching’ – was
What transition support do you offer
Cisco Media Industry IP Solutions
successfully demonstrated by Fox Networks
to
broadcasters/media companies moving
Cisco offers a range of media industry IT/
IP solutions for broadcasters and media
Engineering and Operations (Fox NE&O),
from proprietary broadcast appliances to an
companies wanting to implement their own
a division of Fox Networks Group, at the
IT/IP-based infrastructure approach? The
Media Data Centers.
SMPTE Annual Technical Conference 2013.
last thing a broadcaster/media company
A second live switching option known as
wants is to invest in an IT/IP-based infraThe first step is in creating such a policy-driven Infrastructure is to implement a
“source-timed video switching” was shown
structure, only to be unable to implement
scalable, stateless, computing layer. Cisco’s
by Fox NE&O at the HPA Tech Retreat
it successfully due to a lack of vendor assisUCS server family can provide this capabil2014 and NAB 2014. In this latter instance,
tance and expertise. Find out before you buy
ity through a selection of servers that are
an Arista 7050S-52 switch was used with
if the vendor can provide the full package
robust, cost-effective, fast and reliable:
www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/
SDN technology to perform frame-accurate
(as Cisco does).
servers-unified-computing/index.html
switching of synchronized 2022-6 flows.
How easily can your solution be expandThere is a third IT/IP live switching aped
and upgraded? Broadcasters and media
The next critical step is to create fast, dense,
proach called “destination-timed video
companies
need IT/IP-based infrastructures
and scalable networks that are also reliable
and easy to expand/upgrade thanks to being
switching”, which was shown at NAB 2014 by
that can keep up with growth; be it in clisoftware-defined. Cisco’s Nexus data center
Snell. “The approach works, but the downside
ents served, formats supported, or content
switches fit this bill:
is that it requires double the bandwidth of a
stored and played out.
www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/switches/
data-center-switches/index.html
single video over IP stream to the end user,”
Clearly, the future for broadcasting and mesaid Thomas Edwards, Fox NE&O’s vice presdia companies is in IT/IP-based infrastructures.
Finally, broadcasters and media companies
ident of engineering and development. “NevThe challenge is to pick the right technology
need scalable, addressable, and programertheless, we have been able to prove that
partner to make this transition with. n
mable storage that supports fast, multi-user
storage. Cisco’s UCS Invicta products answer
video over IP switching is doable, one way or
this requirement:
another. All we have to do is to find the right
James Careless is an award-winning technolowww.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/
approach to do it effectively and efficiently.”
gy journalist. His credits include AV Techånolservers-unified-computing/ucs-invictaWhatever their approach, ESPN, Fox and
ogy, Movement Video, PCWorld, Streaming
series-solid-state-system/index.html
NBC have all seen that the future lies in usMedia, Techhive.com, and TV Technology.
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